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ISO 3700 – The first international standard on Anti-
Bribery Systems 
Bribery and corruption continues to be one of  the highest priority risks for organisations, attracting 

substantial fines and penalties in multiple jurisdictions as well as considerable public and media 

attention.

Mandatory Requirements
The ISO standard specifies mandatory requirements:

• Leadership, commitment and responsibility by top-level 

management

• Supervision by management

• Anti-corruption training

• Risk assessment and evaluation (due diligence) for projects 

and business partners

• Reporting, monitoring, investigation and scrutiny

• Corrective measures and continuous improvement

• Anti-corruption guidelines, procedures and controls

So why bother with ISO 37001?
The legacy of a bribery and corruption investigation can be far 

reaching even with a deferred prosecution agreement (DPA). 

Organisations can expect:

• A significant fine or DPA agreement (possibly in multiple 

jurisdictions)

• Costs of a monitor

• Depreciation of share price

• Increased compliance costs

• Loss of market confidence

• Profit disgorgement

• Debarment from Government contracts

• Senior manager instability 

Advantages
• As a supplier you can show your potential client how you 

take Bribery and Corruption seriously by having the ISO 

standard, especially when your competitors do not.

• The standard assists an organisation in establishing an ethical 

culture of integrity, transparency and compliance.

• It helps demonstrate an organisation’s ethical nature in 

national and international procurement processes and 

tenders.

• Demonstrates to law enforcement and regulators an 

organisation’s willingness and intention to operate in an 

ethical manner. 

What is it?
The International Standard (ISO) for Anti-Bribery and

Corruption outlines what you would expect from a well run

organisation who takes Anti-Bribery & Corruption (ABC)

seriously.

As a risk-based standard it is very logical and highlights the need

for organisations to undertake a bribery risk assessment based on

a number of factors including their size and the sectors they

operate in. The scope and depth of the risk assessment is very

much left to the organisations to address which, as with all risk

based decisions, leaves room for error.

What are the Implications?
There are significant advantages to being compliant with the

standard:

• The framework will help mitigate the risk of prosecution from

the UK Bribery Act, FCPA and other anti-bribery and

corruption legislation.*

• Have confidence in the organisations that you trade with,

such as ensuring those in the supply chain have adequate

systems in place, thereby mitigating bribery and corruption

risks with suppliers and the supply chain.

*Although compliance with the standard will help mitigate the

risk of prosecution, the adequacy of your systems is ultimately the

decision of the regulators and law enforcement bodies.

Do you require compliance with 

ISO 37001?
There are a number of industry sectors which are perceived as 

higher risk for bribery and corruption, this is generally due to 

their transactional, geographical and partnership risks.

Higher risk sectors include:

• Defence & Aerospace

• Pharmaceuticals

• Oil and Gas

• Construction
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How best to prepare?

Organisations should ensure they:

• Have an appropriate and up to date risk assessment

• Can demonstrate top level commitment through a risk 

based communications plan 

• Have appropriate risk based due diligence for projects 

and business partners

• Have adequate reporting measures to senior managers

• Have adequate and documented processes for anti 

bribery and corruption

• Have an effective compliance function

• Can demonstrate corrective actions from investigations 

and following risk assessments

• Have a risk based auditable training programme

How we can help?

Grant Thornton Compliance and Financial Crime practice has 

a global reach to assist organisations in developing and 

reviewing anti-bribery and financial crime frameworks.

We have extensive knowledge in global regulatory and legal 

requirements that help clients to comply with their 

compliance obligations. 

Grant Thornton is experienced in the reviewing and 

implementation of anti-bribery and other financial crime 

frameworks. We are able to offer an independent and 

objective view of the effectiveness of the framework and 

systems that an organisation has put in place.

Our bribery and corruption risk assessment and health check 

will identify and prioritise any improvement opportunities to 

ensure an ethical and appropriate anti-bribery and corruption 

framework.

Contact us
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